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Alphascript Publishing. Taschenbuch. Condition: Neu. Neuware - In chemistry, a derivative is a
compound that is derived from a similar compound or a compound that can be imagined to arise
from another compound, if one atom is replaced with another atom or group of atoms. The latter
definition is common in organic chemistry. In biochemistry, the word is used about compounds that
at least theoretically can be formed from the precursor compound. Chemical derivatives may be
used to facilitate analysis. For example, melting point (MP) analysis can assist in identification of
many organic compounds. A crystalline derivative may be prepared, such as a semicarbazone or
2,4- dinitrophenylhydrazone (derived from aldehydes/ketones), as a simple way of verifying the
identity of the original compound, assuming that a table of derivative MP values is available. Prior
to the advent of spectroscopic analysis, such methods were widely used 68 pp. Englisch.
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Most of these pdf is the best book readily available. It usually is not going to expense a lot of. Its been printed in an exceedingly easy way which is only soon
after i finished reading this publication in which actually transformed me, change the way i really believe.
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It in a single of my favorite publication. I have read and so i am sure that i will likely to study again once again down the road. I am delighted to let you
know that this is basically the greatest publication we have read inside my own life and might be he best pdf for possibly.
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